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ABSTRACT

Recent years havewitnessed a growing trend of building the capsule

wardrobe by minimizing and diversifying the garments in their

messy wardrobes. Thanks to the recent advances in multimedia

techniques, many researches have promoted the automatic creation

of capsule wardrobes by the garment modeling. Nevertheless, most

capsule wardrobes generated by existing methods fail to consider

the user profile, including the user preferences, body shapes and

consumption habits, which indeed largely affects the wardrobe

creation. To this end, we introduce a combinatorial optimization-

based personalized capsule wardrobe creation framework, named

PCW-DC, which jointly integrates both garment modeling (i.e.,

wardrobe compatibility) and user modeling (i.e., preferences, body

shapes). To justify our model, we construct a dataset, named

bodyFashion, which consists of 116, 532 user-item purchase records

on Amazon involving 11,784 users and 75,695 fashion items.

Extensive experiments on bodyFashion have demonstrated the

effectiveness of our proposed model. As a byproduct, we have

released the codes and the data to facilitate the research community.
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Figure 1: Illustration of the personalized capsule wardrobe

(PCW) creation. Given the original wardrobe of a user, a

PCW is created by adding (green box) and deleting (red box)

some garments.

1 INTRODUCTION

Capsule wardrobe (CW) is a minimum collection of garments (e.g.,

clothes and shoes), with diverse combinations to inspire people

to pair up various compatible outfits [1]. Apparently, the capsule

wardrobe plays a crucial role in people’s daily life by saving time

and money spent on dressing appropriately [2]. In practice, capsule

wardrobes are usually created by fashion experts through manually

selecting garments and evaluating the potential outfits. To relieve

the burden of labor cost, recent researches in multimedia have

generated reasonable CWs by garment modeling (i.e., analyzing the

garment-garment compatibility) based on the visual appearances

and textual descriptions of fashion items [1, 3].

However, the CW generated by existing approaches may be un-

suitable for individual users because of their distinct demographics,

preferences, body shapes and consumption habits. For example,

the appearance of an outfit could largely depend on whether it

is suitable for the user body shape [4, 5]. Therefore, lacking the

modeling of the user body shape may result in inappropriate outfits

for the target user. Moreover, apart from the garment compatibility,

whether an outfit is suitable also highly depends on the user

preference [6]. As such, in addition to the traditional garment

modeling, we argue the necessity of user modeling (i.e., analyzing

the user-garment compatibility) to evaluate the potential outfits for

the automatic CW creation. Furthermore, pursuing the practical

value, we propose the personalized capsule wardrobe (PCW) — a
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Figure 2: Schematic illustration of the scoring model, consisting of the user modeling and garment modeling.

collection of garments subject to creating both compatible and

suitable outfits for the user.

Considering the existence of garments that have already been

purchased by the user, to be cost-friendly, we formulate the

automatic PCW creation task as: given the original wardrobe

(i.e., a set of purchased garments) of a user, adding or deleting

garments according to both user-garment and garment-garment

compatibilities. As illustrated in Figure 1, one purchased garment

and four new garments are discarded and added to the original

wardrobe, respectively, to make the resulted PCW not only presents

the higher garment-garment compatibility but also caters to the

user’s preference and body shape. In fact, this task confronts three

key challenges. 1) The PCW creation is a more complex combi-

natorial problem as compared to the conventional CW creation,

where the complex user profile derived from the original wardrobe

should be taken into account. Therefore, how to adaptively build

the PCW for different individuals is the major challenge. 2) As

both the outfit itself and the user profile (e.g., the preferences

and body shapes) determine the outfit compatibility for a given

user, how to accurately evaluate the compatibility of the potential

outfit from both user-garment and garment-garment perspectives,

poses another challenge. And 3) most existing datasets only support

either the user preference modeling or user body shape modeling.

Accordingly, the lack of dataset that facilitates the comprehensive

user modeling constitutes a crucial challenge.

To tackle the aforementioned challenges, we propose a com-

binatorial optimization-based Personalized Capsule Wardrobe

creation framework with Dual Compatibility modeling, named

PCW-DC. The key novelty of the proposed framework lies in the

introduction of a scoring model that can comprehensively evaluate

the compatibility of potential outfits from both user-garment

and garment-garment perspectives. In particular, as illustrated

in Figure 2, the scoring model consists of two key components:

user modeling and garment modeling. As for the user modeling,

we adopt the two most relevant aspects of the user profile: the

user preference and body shape, to measure the user-garment

compatibility. To tackle the heterogeneity of user aspect and

garment, we learn the user-garment compatibility in the latent

matching space via a cross-modal projection. Different latent

spaces are associated with different user aspects to highlight their

difference for the user-garment compatibility1. Pertaining to the

garment modeling, we adopt a bidirectional LSTM to measure the

compatibility among garments, which is an efficient method to

assess the outfit compatibility based on the visual appearances and

textual descriptions of items. Finally, the wardrobe compatibility

is estimated via the linear combination of the user modeling and

garment modeling.

Our main contributions can be summarized in threefold:

• We present a new combinatorial optimization-based framework

to cope with the personalized capsule wardrobe creation. To the

best of our knowledge, we are the first to formulate the PCW

creation task with the user original wardrobe as input.

• We develop a scoring model to evaluate the wardrobe compati-

bility in a user-adaptive manner, which jointly models the user-

garment compatibility and the garment-garment compatibility.

• We construct a real-world dataset, bodyFashion, comprising

116, 532 user-item purchase records on Amazon involving 11,784

users and 75,695 fashion items. We have released the data, codes,

and involved parameter settings to facilitate other researchers2.

2 RELATEDWORK

2.1 User Modeling

User Preference Modeling. User preference modeling is gaining

increasing research interest for its applications ranging from the

fashion domain [7, 8] to online social networks [9, 10]. In this

research line, Matrix Factorization (MF) has become a popular and

effective framework [11, 12], which aims to uncover the latent

user/item factors that affect people’s preference behavior. For

example, Hu et al. [11] first associated different “confidence levels”

to the positive and non-observed user feedback and then perform

the factorization over the user-item rating matrix. Noticing that

previous works just regarded the missing feedback as negative

one and failed to directly optimize the model for ranking, Rendle

et al. [13] proposed a generalized Bayesian Personalized Ranking

1Note that other user aspects, like the age and occupation, could be easily incorporated
in the similar manner.
2https://dxresearch.wixsite.com/pcw-dc.



(BPR) framework, where the user-specific order of two items is

exploited by the Bayesian analysis. Thereafter, due to its great

success, several extension efforts on BPR have been put forward in

fashion domain. For example, He et al. [7] introduced the Visual

Bayesian Personalized Ranking (VBPR), where the latent visual

factor is incorporated to model the user’s preference on the visual

appearance of fashion items. Meanwhile, Yu et al. [14] presented a

dynamic collaborative filtering model with the BPR optimization

criterion, where the user aesthetics are exploited. Differently, in this

work, we further explore the the textual cues (i.e., descriptions and

categories) of items to comprehensively model the user preference.

Body Shape Modeling. In a sense, body shape plays an important

role in fashion analysis, as people with different body shapes tend

to go with different types of items. In fact, several pioneer research

efforts have been dedicated to the user body shape modeling. For

example, Sattar et al. [5] first leveraged the fashion photos of users

to estimate their body shapes with a multi-photo body model.

Despite its great success, the loose garments in fashion photos used

in this work may hide the real body shapes of users and thus make

the modeling results less accurate. Meanwhile, Hidayati et al. [4]

designed a clustering-based body shape assignment scheme where

the body measurements of celebrities are studied. One problem

this work suffers from is that the body shapes of celebrities tend

to be too perfect to represent that of ordinary people, making

the proposed method less practical in the real world. Beyond the

existing approaches, we introduce a novel body shape assignment

scheme targeting the body shape modeling for ordinary people.

2.2 Garment Modeling

Due to its pivotal role in fashion analysis, recently, several efforts

have been made to study the compatibility among fashion items.

For example, the authors in [15] and [16] studied the Amazon co-

purchase data to model the human sense regarding the relationships

between fashion items. Nevertheless, the co-purchased relation

could be a weak and noisy proxy for the garment compatibility

measuring, as the items purchased together can be incompatible. Ac-

cordingly, Song et al. [17] collected the outfit dataset from Polyvore

and based on that introduced a content-based neural framework

for the compatibility modeling between fashion items. Meanwhile,

Li et al. [18] and Chen et al. [19] studied the outfit compatibility

modeling that involves multiple items with the dataset collected

from online fashion websites. Besides, several axillary information,

such as the item category [20, 21], aesthetic characteristics [22]

and domain knowledge [23, 24], has been explored to promote

the performance. Recently, to enhance the practical value, there is

also a growing trend to make the compatibility more interpretable,

where the attention mechanism [25, 26] and interpretable feature

learning [27, 28] have been explored. Noticing that existingmethods

mainly focus on the supervised learning and may suffer from the

unreliability of the negative example sampling, several efforts [1, 3]

have been made to found the latent distribution of well-matched

outfits with only the positive examples. For example, Han et

al. [3] regarded each outfit as an ordered sequence and utilized

a bidirectional LSTM to model the outfit compatibility. Despite the

great progress in garment compatibility modeling, the user factor

has remained largely untapped.

3 PCW-DC

This section details the proposed PCW-DC. We first formulate the

research problem and then detail the two key components of the

scoring model: user modeling and garment modeling, based on

which we can perform the PCW creation.

3.1 Problem Formulation

In this work, to be cost-friendly, we focus on creating a PCW based

on the user’s original wardrobe (i.e., the set of historical purchased

fashion items). Let Iu = {iu
ck
| c = 1, · · · ,C;k = 1, · · · ,Nc } be

the original wardrobe of the user u, comprising a set of fashion

items from C categories (e.g., the top, bottom and outer), where Nc

denotes the total number of items belonging to the category c . In
addition, we have a set of items I = {in }

N
n=1, and each item in is

associated with a visual image and a textual description. Our task

is to generate a new personalized capsule wardrobe Ĩu for the user

u based on Iu and I that provides the user both compatible and

suitable outfits. In a sense, we should get rid of inappropriate items

fromIu and add proper items fromI to maximize the user-garment

and garment-garment compatibilities of the wardrobe.

Essentially, we aim to propose a comprehensive wardrobe

compatibility scoring model S(·), based on which we can perform

the PCW creation. In particular, we define S(·) as follows,

S(I∗) = αU (I∗ |ΘU ) + (1 − α)G(I∗ |ΘG ), (1)

where I∗ represents a candidate wardrobe. U and G denote

the compatibility modeling from the user-garment and garment-

garment perspectives, respectively. α is a trade-off parameter to

balance the evaluation score of each component. ΘU and ΘG refer

to the to-be-learned model parameters of the user modeling and

garment modeling, respectively.

3.2 User Modeling

To measure the user-garment compatibility, we particularly take

into account the user preferences and body shapes due to the follow-

ing reasons. 1) Different people may have different preferences on

fashion items because of their different ages, occupations, cultural

backgrounds and even locations. And 2) the user body shape is

critical for people to choose fashion items, as people in different

body shapes tend to go with different items. For example, plump

people may prefer items with vertical stripes to make them look

slimmer. Accordingly, we define the user-garment compatibility for

a candidate wardrobe I∗ as follows,

U (I∗ |ΘU ) =
1

|I∗ |

∑
i ∈I∗

(x
p
ui + x

s
ui ), (2)

where x
p
ui is the preference of the user u for the item i , while xsui is

the body shape compatibility between the item i and the user u.

3.2.1 User Preference Modeling. Intuitively, it is reasonable

to argue that different individuals may prefer different item

appearances and categories. For example, some people may prefer

the white top instead of a black one, while others prefer the skirt

rather than the short. In fact, user preference modeling in fashion

domain has been studied by recent work [7], whereby two latent

spaces are introduced to measure the user’s overall preference

and visual preference for a given item, respectively. However, this



method overlooks the value of the item’s textual context in the user

preference modeling. In fact, the textual description, including the

item title and category metadata, can summarize the key semantic

features of items, like the style, material and category, and hence

deliver important cues of the user preferences. Therefore, in this

work, to comprehensively model the user preferences, we formulate

x
p
ui as follows,

x
p
ui = γ

T
u γi + θ

T
u (Wp [fi , ti ] + βp ), (3)

where γu ∈ RK and γi ∈ RK are latent factors of the user u

and the item i , respectively. θu ∈ RD is the latent content factor

of the user u. [fi , ti ] refers to the concatenation of item visual

feature fi and textual feature ti . Wp and βp are parameters of

the nonlinear operation that maps the item features to the latent

preference space. The first and second term of the equation encode

the overall preference and content preference of the user u towards

the item i , respectively.
For the optimization of the user preference modeling, we adopt

the Bayesian Personalized Ranking (BPR) network, which has been

proven to be an effective optimization framework for the pairwise

preference ranking [17]. Based on BPR, we build the following

training set Ds = {(u, i, j)}, where i ∈ Iu and j ∈ I \ Iu . Each

triplet (u, i, j) indicates that the user u prefers the item i to the item
j . Then according to [29], we have the following objective function,

argmin
ΘU

∑
(u,i, j)∈Ds

−ln(σ (x
p
ui − x

p
uj )). (4)

3.2.2 User Body Shape Modeling. As aforementioned, people

with different body shapes would go with different types of items.

As such, we assume that there should be a latent space where the

compatibility between body shapes and item contents can be well

captured. We first obtain the body shape for each user based on our

body shape assignment scheme, whichwill be detailed in Section 4.2.

Due to the fact that each user can be assigned with only one body

shape, we represent each user with an one-hot encoding us ∈ RQ ,

where Q is the total number of possible body shapes. And then,

we attempt to learn the item embedding towards the body shape

compatibility modeling.

On the one hand, the matching knowledge between items and

body shapes can be explicitly affected by the item appearance. We

thus employ the multi-layer perception (MLP) to map the item

content to the body shape matching space. In particular, the item

embedding is ∈ RQ , derived from its visual and textual features,

can be designed as follows,

is = σ (Ws [fi , ti ] + βs ), (5)

where [fi , ti ] is same as that in Eqn. (3). Ws and βs are the

parameters of the MLP. σ (x) = 1
1+exp(−x )

is the nonlinear

activation function.

On the other hand, the matching knowledge can be implicitly

conveyed by the user’s historical reviews on their purchased

items, as users tend to purchase items that highlight their figure

strength and hide the shortcomings. Accordingly, we define the

item referenced embedding i∗s ∈ R
Q as follows,

i∗s = so f tmax(
∑
u ∈Ui

us ), (6)

Algorithm 1 Personalized capsule wardrobe creation algorithm

Input: User original wardrobe Iu = {i
u
ck
};

Max and min number of item in categories Nmax and Nmin .

1: Initialize I0 ← Iu ; break = 0.

2: repeat

3: if ∃Nc � [Nmin ,Nmax ] then

4: if Nc > Nmax then

5: del = argmaxick ∈Ii−1 S(I
i−1 \ ick )

6: Ii ← Ii−1\ del

7: else

8: add = argmaxic ∈I S(Ii−1 ∪ ic )

9: Ii ← Ii−1∪ add

10: end if

11: else if ∃i ∈ Ii−1 s .t . S(Ii−1 \ i) − S(Ii−1) > 0 then

12: Ii ← Ii−1 \ i
13: else

14: break = 1

15: end if

16: until break == 1

Output: User personalized capsule wardrobe Ĩu .

whereUi denotes the set of userswho bought the item i . so f tmax(x)

=
exp(xi )∑
K

k=1 exp(xk )
is a normalized exponential function. Ultimately, we

argue that the matching knowledge obtained from item contents

and the historical reviews should be consistent, that is, the item

embedding is and item referenced embedding i∗s should be close.

Consequently, we reach the following objective function for the

body shape modeling,

argmin
ΘU

| |i∗s − is | |
2, (7)

where | | · | |2 is the Euclidean distance. Based on the well-trained

model, the body shape compatibility xsui between the item i and
the user u can be calculated as follows,

xsui = u
T
s is . (8)

3.3 Garment Modeling

The garment-garment compatibility is another key factor affecting

the PCW creation. To facilitate users to compose proper outfits, it

is natural to expect that the complementary fashion items (e.g., the

top, bottom and outer) in a PCW should share high compatibility

and go well with each other. Towards this end, we define the

garment-garment compatibility of one wardrobe G(I∗) as the

average compatibility of the set of all potential outfits3 O∗ that

can be generated from the wardrobe I∗. Formally, we have,

G(I∗ |ΘG ) =
1

|O∗ |

∑
oi ∈O∗

cmp(oi ), (9)

where oi is the i-th outfit, and cmp(·) refers to the outfit compat-

ibility. To measure cmp(oi ), we adopt the compatibility indicator

in [3], where each outfit is treated as a sequence of items and each

3Here we only consider the following threemainstream outfit patterns: top plus bottom,
top plus bottom plus outer, and one-piece plus outer.



User

Id: B01FYWKK26
Cate: Bottom-long
Title: Joe's Jeans 
Women's Flawless 
Icon Midrise Skinny
Size: US12

Id: B01MEHV8HE
Cate: Outer
Title: Boyfriend 
Blazer in Light 
Weight Pontes Knit
Size: Medium

Id: B078HQXQ8G
Cate: Top-short
Title: Calvin Klein 
Gingham Boyfriend 
Shirt White Black
Size: Large

Item details 

Figure 3: An example of the user’s Amazonpurchase history.

item is regarded as a time step input of a bidirectional LSTM. In

particular, cmp(oi ) can be computed as follows,

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

cmp(oi ) = Ef (oi ;θf ) + Eb (oi ;θb ),

Ef (oi ;θf ) = −
1
N

∑N
t=1 loдPr (oi,t+1 |oi,1, ...,oi,t ;θf ),

Eb (oi ;θb ) = −
1
N

∑0
t=N−1 loдPr (oi,t |oi,N , ...,oi,t+1;θb ),

(10)

where Pr (·|·) stands for the conditional probability. Ef (oi ;θf ) and
Eb (oi ;θb ) refer to the forward and backward probability that the

outfit oi would be a compatible one.

3.4 PCW Creation

Based on the user modeling and garment modeling that enable us

to comprehensively measure the overall compatibility of a given

wardrobe, we can now proceed to present our framework for the

automatic PCW creation. In particular, we cast the PCW creation

as a combinatorial optimization problem and propose a heuristic

PCW creation method, which is summarized in Algorithm 1. The

underlying philosophy is to delete items from the original wardrobe

that can degrade the overall wardrobe compatibility and add

candidate items that can improve the compatibility.

Considering the practical situation, we first set the maximum

and minimum numbers of items for each category in a wardrobe.

For simplicity, here we uniformly set that as Nmax and Nmin for all

categories. At each iteration, we first check whether the number of

items of each category (i.e., Nc ) in a wardrobe has reached the

pre-assigned maximum and minimum number (i.e., Nmax and

Nmin ). If Nc < Nmin (Nc > Nmax ), the algorithm would add

(delete) one item of the category c that maximizes (maximally

hurts) the overall wardrobe compatibility according to ourwardrobe

compatibility scoring model S(·). Otherwise, if Nmin ≤ Nc ≤

Nmax , the algorithm would check if there is an existing (unsuitable

or redundant) item deteriorating the compatibility and removing

which would boost the wardrobe compatibility. If yes, the item

will be deleted. In the light of this, this operation will adaptively

adjust the number of items of each category, making the final PCW

meeting the user’s preferences over different item categories.

4 DATASET

In this section, we first introduce our bodyFashion dataset and then

particularly present a body shape assignment scheme towards the

ground truth construction for the user modeling.

4.1 Dataset Construction

In reality, it is intractable to collect a comprehensive dataset that can

fully support the personalized capsule wardrobe creation. Therefore,

Table 1:Women garment sizes and their corresponding body

measurements (in inch) provided by Amazon.

Size Bust Waist Hip

S 34 26 36.5

M 36 28 38.5

L 38.5 30.5 41

in this work, we employ two datasets for the user modeling and

garment modeling, respectively.

As for the user modeling, although McAuley et al. [15] has

introduced a public large-scale Amazon dataset for personalized

fashion recommendation tasks, it fails to incorporate the user body

shape data, making the dataset unsuitable for our comprehensive

PCW creation. Fortunately, we noticed that the user purchase

history, especially the size of purchased fashion items, as shown

in Figure 3, conveys important cues of the user’s body shape.

Accordingly, we constructed our own dataset, named bodyFashion,

by collecting the user purchase histories fromAmazon. In particular,

we first collected a set of popular fashion items from Amazon, and

based on the item comments we tracked a set of Amazon users.

For each user, we crawled his/her latest (at most 100) historical

purchase records and only retained the fashion related ones. In

order to guarantee the dataset quality, we screened out users with

less than 6 fashion purchase records, and then obtained 116,532

user-item records involving 11,784 users and 75,695 fashion items.

Each item comprises its image, title and category metadata. Both

purchase sizes and ratings are available for each user-item record.

Pertaining to the garment modeling, we adopt the public Polyvore

dataset [3], comprising 21,889 outfits with 164,379 fashion items.

4.2 Body Shape Assignment Scheme

Different from previous studies that represent user body shapes

with complex body features, we resort to the three most essential

body measurements4: bust girth, waist girth and hip girth. These

measurements can be easily derived from the average garment

size of one’s purchase history. Specifically, due to the different

nature of these three body measurements, we adopt the size of

tops to capture the bust girth of the user, and that of bottoms

to determine one’s waist girth and hip girth. Table 1 exhibits

the correspondence between the women garment sizes and body

4https://www.iso.org/standard/65246.html

Broader hips than 
shoulders

A clear waist 
definitions

A standard body 
shape

Without waist 
definitions

Broader shoulders 
than hip

At least 2 inches   
larger than standard Other 

At least 2 inches
smaller than standard     

At least 1.5 inches 
larger than standard

At least 1.5 inches 
smaller than standardOther 

Hip-bust difference

Bust-waist difference

Pear Hourglass Standard Apple Strawberry 

Figure 4: Body shape assignment scheme.



Table 2: Performance comparison among differentmethods.

SR AI AD

POP 22.78% 0.45% -3.18%

RAND 22.78% 0.51% -3.01%

ISBM 27.22% 0.70% -2.49%

CWC [1] 33.33% 0.93% -2.09%

DCF-A [14] 36.67% 0.97% -1.85%

ExDCF-A 73.33% 2.67% -0.44%

PCW-DC 80.56% 4.46% -0.36%

measurements provided by Amazon. Moreover, we adopt the hip-

bust and bust-waist differences as the key indicators to distinguish

body shapes. The underlying philosophy is that the hip-bust

difference can directly reflect the relationship between one’s upper

and lower bodies, while the bust-waist difference can intuitively

capture one’s waist characteristic.

To guide the body shape assignment, we first seek the standard

hip-bust and bust-waist differences as the reference. As listed in

Table 1, the hip-bust and bust-waist differences are invariant across

different garment sizes, which thus propels us to set the standard

hip-bust and bust-waist differences as 2.5 inches and 8 inches,

respectively. By comparing with the standard reference, we define

five common body shapes with their intuitive appearances: 1) pear

shape; 2) hourglass shape; 3) rectangle shape; 4) apple shape; and

5) strawberry shape. The detailed derivation rules are illustrated

in Figure 4. Here we take the pear shape as an example, while the

others can be derived in the similar manner. We define that if the

user’s hip-bust difference is larger than the standard one with at

least 2 inches (i.e., with a plump lower body), then the user’s body

shape belongs to the pear shape.

5 EXPERIMENTS

To evaluate the proposed method, we conducted extensive experi-

ments on bodyFashion by answering the following questions:

• Does the PCW-DC outperform the state-of-the-art baselines?

• How do the user modeling and garment modeling affect the PCW

creation?

• Does the body shape modeling help people with suitable dress?

5.1 Experiment Settings

Here, we will introduce the visual and textual representation extrac-

tion for fashion items, and the parameter settings for experiments.

Visual Representation. Convolutional networks have shown

great success in various computer vision tasks, ranging from the

image classification [30] to the item retrieval [31]. In particular, we

chose the pre-trained ConvNet provided by [32], which consists

of 16 convolutional layers followed by 3 fully connected layers.

Accordingly, we fed each fashion item image to the ConvNet, and

obtained a 4,096-D vector as the visual representation.

Textual Representation. To extract meaningful cues from the

textual description, we focused on the descriptivewords towards the

attribute characterization of the item. Taking the 1,000 descriptive

attributes defined in Deepfashion [33] as the reference, we obtained

393 descriptive words from our bodyFashion dataset. Considering

the lack of colour attribute, we complemented the vocabulary

with extra 127 colour-related descriptive words, leading to the

final vocabulary consisting of 520 words. Regarding the category

metadata, we re-summarized 9 categories from the raw data: outer,

short tops, long tops, short bottoms, long bottoms, skirts, suits, dresses

and shoes, where extremely fine-grained categories, like pants and

leggings, are merged. Ultimately, based on the bag-of-word scheme,

we represented the textural modality of each item as a 529-D vector.

Parameter Setting. To control the total number of items in the

wardrobe, the maximum and minimum numbers of items in each

category (i.e., Nmax and Nmin ) are set to 5 and 3, respectively. We

adopted the grid search strategy to determine the optimal value for

the regularization parameter (i.e., α ) in the range of [0, 1] with a

step of 0.1. The numbers of hidden units for the user preference

modeling, user body shape modeling and garment modeling are

set as 224 (i.e., K = 64 and D = 160 in Eqn.(3)), 512 (i.e., 256 for

both visual and textual representation) and 512, respectively. As

aforementioned, the garment modeling is trained on the dataset

in [3], while the user modeling is learned by our bodyFashion. We

then randomly sampled 180 users from bodyFashion as the testing

set, on which the model performance is reported.

5.2 On Model Comparison (RQ1)

To evaluate the proposed PCW creation scheme, we chose the

following baselines.

• POP.We added/deleted items according to its “popularity”, which

is defined as the number of users that have purchased the item.

• RAND.We randomly added/deleted items to creat PCWs.

• Item Similarity Based Method (ISBM). We added/deleted an

item according to its average visual similarity to each item in the

user original wardrobe, measured by the inner product of their

visual features extracted by ConvNet.

• Capsule Wardrobe Creation (CWC). Focusing on the outfit

compatibility and versatility, this method [1] creates the capsule

wardrobes using a topic model over the item attributes. Here, we

directly adopted the descriptive words as the item attributes.

• Dynamic Collaborative Filtering (DCF-A). This user prefer-

ence modeling approach [14] incorporates the aesthetic features

to boost the performance for item recommendation. We adapted

it as one baseline by dropping the time factor that is unavail-

able in our context and adopting the state-of-the-art aesthetic

features [34].

• ExDCF-A. We extended DCF-A by introducing our garment

modeling score to its final recommendation score of each garment

for a user, where the linear fusion with equal weights is adopted.

As it is intractable to obtain the exact ground-truth, we intro-

duced the following three metrics to softly evaluate the PCW

creation: successful rate (SR), average improvement (AI) and

average diminishment (AD), whose definitions are given as follows,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

SR = |A |
|Ω | ,

AI = 1
|Ω |

∑
Ĩu ∈A

S(Ĩu ) − S(Iu ),

AD = 1
|Ω |

∑
Ĩu ∈Ω\A

S(Ĩu ) − S(Iu ),

(11)

where Ω is the set of testing users. A = {Ĩu | S(Ĩu ) − S(Iu ) >
0} ⊆ Ω is the set of successfully created PCWs, which are defined

as those whose compatibilities, assessed by our scoring model, get

improved as compared to the original ones.
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Figure 5: An example of PCW creation. First line: Results of PCW created from user original wardrobe by the proposed PCW-

DC method and its variants. Second line: Possible outfits provided by the created personalized capsule wardrobe.

Table 2 shows the PCW creation results of different methods. As

can be seen, PCW-DC achieves the best performance with respect

to all metrics, demonstrating the superiority of the proposed PCW-

DC for PCW creation. In addition, methods that overlook both the

garments and user profiles (i.e., POP and RAND) perform worst,

while the method that considers the naive garment interaction

(i.e., ISBM) promotes the performance slightly. Comparing with the

abovemethods, DCF-A and CWCwithmore advanced compatibility

modeling achieve the better performance. However, due to the

limited modeling perspective of each method, DCF-A and CWC

still suffer from the inferior performance than PCW-DC. Moreover,

ExDCF-A outperforms DCF-A, which demonstrates the necessity of

incorporating the user modeling to fulfill the PCW creation. To gain

a better understanding, a successful example created by PCW-DC

is shown in Figure 5. As can be seen, the somewhat monotonous

original wardrobe has turned to be a versatile wardrobe by adding

garments that share the similar style with the original wardrobe and

deleting those hurt the overall wardrobe compatibility. Moreover,

we found that most of the potential outfits of the final PCW are

compatible, which meets the initial motivation of our PCW creation.

5.3 On Ablation Study (RQ2)

To verify the necessity of both the user modeling and garment

modeling in the PCW creation, we further conducted the ablation

study. In particular, we compared our framework with its two

derivatives: the PCW creation taking the user modeling only (PCW-

U) and that admitting the garment modeling only (PCW-G). It is

worth noting that PCW-U and PCW-G can be effortlessly derived

by setting α = 1 and α = 0 in Eqn.(1), respectively.

Table 3 illustrates the performance of the ablation study. As can

be seen, PCW-DC consistently achieves the best performance over

different metrics, which verifies the importance of both the user

modeling and garment modeling for the personalized wardrobe

creation. In addition, PCW-G outperforms PCW-U, suggesting

Table 3: Performance of different methods.

SR AI AD

PCW-U 50.56% 1.63% -1.01%

PCW-G 58.33% 3.33% -1.64%

PCW-DC 80.56% 4.46% -0.36%

that the garment modeling contributes more towards the overall

wardrobe compatibility modeling. One possible explanation is that

the garment compatibility is the main factor during the dressing as

compared to the personalized factors. To gain the deep insight, we

further checked the wardrobe creation results and illustrated one

example in Figure 5. As we can see, PCW-G retains limited garments

of the original wardrobe but incorporates many external garments

in different styles from the original ones. On the contrary, PCW-U

follows the user’s personal taste and admits garments in similar

styles, but leads to several incompatible garment pairs. Beyond that,

the PCW created by PCW-DC seems to be more reasonable as it not

only meets the personal preferences of the user but also maintains

the high garment-garment compatibility for the wardrobe.

5.4 On User Body Shape Modeling (RQ3)

Here we attempted to examine the performance of the user Body

Shape Modeling (BSM) in our framework, which is also a major

contribution of this work. In particular, we first focused on checking

the rationality of the body shape assignment scheme and then

assessed our body shape modeling with several baselines.

5.4.1 Body Shape Assignment Scheme. To evaluate the body

shape assignment scheme, we compared it with the method in [4],

which learns the body shapes by clustering celebrities’ body

measurements. To adapt it for our context, we extracted the

following features for each user in our dataset, including the 1)

bust girth; 2) waist girth; 3) hip girth; 4) ratio between the bust

and hip girths; 5) ratio between the waist and hip girths; 6) ratio

between the bust and waist girths; 7) difference between the bust

and hip girths; 8) difference between the waist and hip girths,

and 9) difference between the bust and waist girths. According

to [4], we conducted the affinity propagation clustering [35]

and finally obtained six clusters. We visualized the body shape

assignment results of both methods with the help of t-SNE [36]

in Figure 6. For clear illustration, we drew two user bodies based

on their body measurements with bodybuilder5. As can be seen,

the method in [4] clusters most users into a single body shape,

while checking the ground truth we found that body shapes of

user1 and user2 are totally distinct. This may be attributed to the

5http://www.bodyvisualizer.com.
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Figure 6: Visualization of body shape classification results.

dense distribution of the body measurements of ordinary people,

making it inappropriate to distinguish different body shapes with

the clustering method. Meanwhile, the better performance achieved

by our scheme suggests that it is advisable to explicitly model the

user body shape with their body measurements.

5.4.2 BSM Assessment. The user body shape modeling in our

PCW-DC is designed to predict the compatibility of the garment

for a given body shape. To assess the effectiveness of our BSM, we

adopted the accuracy of body shape prediction as the evaluation

metric, where the predicted most suitable body shape and the

ground truth body shape for a given garment are compared. Due

to the limited related work, we chose the following baselines:

• Probability Model (PM). Following the work in [4], we em-

ployed the class-conditional-probability density [37] to model

the global body shape matching knowledge.

• BSM-V. This method is derived from our BSM model, which

takes only the garment visual appearance into account to learn

the garment compatibility for the body shape.

• BSM-T. Similar to BSM-V, we derived this method by utilizing

only the garment textural descriptions.

Table 4 summarizes the performance of different approaches

with different category configurations. From this table, we have the

following observations. 1) Our method outperforms PM, verifying

the advantages of introducing the latent matching space learning

with neural networks for the body shape modeling compared to

the probability model. 2) BSM-V performs better than BSM-T. This

may be due to the fact that the visual appearance conveys more

accurate cues regarding the body shape compatibility than the

textural description. And 3) our model achieves better performance

than both BSM-V and BSM-T. This suggests that although textural

information may deliver less significant cues than visual images

for the body shape prediction, it can still boost the performance

with descriptive words, like “high-waist” and “tight”.

To obtain more deep insights, we further investigated the most

suitable and unsuitable garments for each body shape. Without

loss of generality, we only considered the dresses for illustration.

In particular, we fed dresses to the BSM network and obtained

their latent embeddings, based on which we can derive their

Table 4: Performance of different approaches in the user

body shape modeling.

Outer Top Bottom Suit Total

PM [4] 0.50 0.38 0.45 0.40 0.43

BSM-V 0.48 0.45 0.45 0.61 0.50

BSM-T 0.33 0.34 0.40 0.53 0.40

BSM 0.49 0.46 0.48 0.63 0.52

Figure 7: Suitable and unsuitable garments for different

body shapes.

compatibilities for each body shape. Figure 7 shows three suitable

and unsuitable dresses for different body shapes. It can be seen

that both suitable and unsuitable garments for each body shape

share certain latent garment features. For example, people in the

strawberry shape are more suitable to dresses with a broad or deep

neckline, while those in the pear shape would be better to wear

dresses with umbrella-shaped hemlines instead of the tight ones.

These observations do give plausible suggestions to help people

dress properly.

6 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK

In this work, we studied the problem of the PCW creation based

on the user’s original wardrobe. In particular, we presented a

combinatorial optimization-based personalized capsule wardrobe

creation framework, named PCW-DC, with dual compatibility

modeling: the user modeling and garment modeling, where the

user modeling explores the user preference and user body shape. In

addition, we collected a large-scale dataset bodyFashion from Ama-

zon, comprising 116,532 user-item records with 11,784 users and

75,695 fashion items. Extensive experiments have been conducted

over the bodyFashion dataset, and the results demonstrate the ne-

cessity of considering both the user-garment and garment-garment

compatibilities in PCW creation. Interestingly, we found that the

garment-garment compatibility plays the more important role in

PCW creation than the user-garment compatibility. Currently, the

user modeling and garment modeling in our model are learned

separately. In the future, we plan to devise an end-to-end unified

scheme to boost the model performance.
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